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1. Introduction

THE aim of this paper is to prove sharp heat kernel bounds for a class of higher
order uniformly elliptic homogeneous operators acting on a domain Q C R N and
satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions.

Heat kernels estimates for higher order elliptic operators acting on Rieman
nian manifolds have existed for some time now under various assumptions on the
highest order coefficients such as C'b or c». See [12, 13, 14, 16] and references
therein. In the case of Euclidean domains those estimates take the form

{
Ix - YI 2m/ (2m- l) }

IK(t, x, Y)I ~ Clr
N

/
2m exp -C2 t l / (2m- I ) + C3t (1)

for some positive constants c, and all t > 0 and x, Y E Q. This was generalized to
operators with measurable coefficients by Davies [7], who then used the estimate
to show that e- H t defines a strongly continuous semigroup on LP(Q), 1 ~ p <
00, and that the corresponding generator Hp has spectrum that is p-independent.

The heat kernel estimates obtained in [7] depended heavily upon the assump
tion 2m > N, the condition under which the Sobolev embedding W;Z,2(Q) C

Co(Q) is valid. In the case 2m = N estimate (1) remains true, as can be shown
by following the method of [3]. This is also proved in [9], where the analysis
is carried out in a more general Lie group context. For the case 2m < N there
are examples that show that Gaussian-type estimates are not always valid [2, 8].
However the off-diagonal decay of the semigroup can be expressed in a suitable
operator sense [7]. The assumption 2m > N is made throughout the present paper.

The question of estimates on the constant C2 was first addressed in [4]. There it
is proved that if H is homogeneous with measurable coefficients and (-/l)m ~

H ~ (1 + JL)(-/l)m, then one can take

where

C2 = am - O(JL) (small JL) (2)

(3)am = (2m - 1)(2m)-2m/(2m-1) sin (4m
Jr

_ 2)

is a constant that cannot be improved.
This is sharp as long as one is only interested in bounds involving the Euclidean

metric in the Gaussian term; naturally, as in the second order case, the Euclidean
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distance is not the one that best describes the off-diagonal decay of the heat ker
nel. This is seen in results on asymptotic estimates of the heat kernel. Working
with constant coefficient operators on R N that satisfy the so-called strong con
vexity condition (see definition below), Evgrafov and Postnikov [10] gave explicit
short time asymptotics for the heat kernel in terms of a certain Finsler metric in
duced canonically by the operator. This was later generalized by Tintarev [17]
to operators with smooth coefficients but under the additional assumption that
the spatial variables x and y are close enough. [In that paper however Tintarev
wrongly quoted a result from [10] and thus did not make the required strong con
vexity assumption.] The conjecture was put forward in [10] that convexity (which
is implied by strong convexity [10]) is sufficient for the short time asymptotics
proved there; but a later example by the same authors [11] strongly suggests that
the conjecture is actually false.

The metric that appears in the Gaussian-type term in these papers is not Rie
mannian, in general at least. It is an example of a class of metrics known as Finsler
metrics, that appear naturally in different problems of mathematical physics. We
refer to [5, 1] for more details.

The scope of this paper is to obtain heat kernel bounds that involve both the
constant am and the Finsler metric d(x, y). As a corollary of our main theorem
we prove the estimate

{
d (x y)2m/(2m-l) }

IK(t, x, y)1 ~ Ce.Mt -
N

/2mexp -(am - s) M t'I/(2m-l) + C3t (4)

for all s, M > 0 and all x, y in Q and t > 0 (Corollary 9). Here du (x, y) is an
appropriate Finsler-type metric on Q that converges to the actual metric d(x, y)
as M ~ 00. This bound, unlike that in [4], is good for any operator, irrespec
tively of the ellipticity constant 1 + /1-. This however is achieved at the cost of
a local regularity assumption on the coefficients which are now assumed to lie
in Wm.oo(Q); we also assume that the coefficients aa{3 of H are real, as opposed
to complex in [4]; the precise assumptions are made at the beginning of the next
section. We emphasize nevertheless that bounds of this type did not exist even for
operators with smooth coefficients. Moreover, in our case, unlike [17], the spatial
variables x and y do not have to be close.

The fact that (4) is valid for any domain Q (rather than R N only) gives an addi
tional advantage to our bounds as opposed to those that involve the Euclidean met
ric. There are domains, such as horse-shoe-type domains, for which the Finsler
type metric is much larger than the Euclidean one and therefore provides better
bounds. In other words, the Finsler-type metric 'feels' better not only the operator
H but also the geometry of Q. Owen [15] has performed a.very detailed analy
sis of the metric dM(x, y) for the operator f:j,2 acting on a C2 domain inR2, and
he proved that it converges to the geodesic distance on n uniformly in x, y. See
Remark 3 at the end of this paper.
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2. Preliminaries

Given a multi-index a = (aI, ..., aN) and a vector U = (UI, ... , UN), we use the
standard notation D" and u" for the differential operator (a/al )a1 ••• (a/aN )aN

and the number U~l ••• uC;: correspondingly. For k ~ 0 we shall denote by Vk I
the vector (D" 1)lal=k. Given two multi-indices a and y with y ~ a, we also set
c~ = a!/y!(a - y)! and cJ:1 = lal!/aL Moreover, given r, 0 ~ r ~ m, we shall
denote by ~r,m the seminorms

~r,m(g) = sup IIVkg ll oo
r~k~m

whenever the right-hand side is finite.
Let A(x) = {aa,8(x)}lal,I,8I=m be a bounded real symmetric matrix defined on

Q, whose entries lie in Wm,OO(Q):= {g E LOO(Q) I Vkg E LOO(Q), 1 ~ k ~ m}.
We assume that there exists a constant c > 0 such that

c-lll(_~)m/2fII~ ~ { L aap(x)Da!(x)DP j(x)dx ~ cll(_~)m/2!II~
10. lal=m

1,8I=m

for all I E C~(Q). We also assume that the matrix {aa,8(x)} is positive semi
definite for all x E Q,

L aa,8 (X)PaP,8 ~O, all (Pa)lal=m. (5)

Under these assumptions we define the operator H, given formally by

HI(x) = (_l)m L Da{aa,8(x)D,8 I(x)} (6)
lal=m
1,8I=m

and satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions, to be the self-adjoint operator asso
ciated to the closed form Q with domain W;Z,2(Q) given by

Q(f) = { L aap(x)Da!(x)DP j(x)dx.
10. lal=m

1,8I=m

Following [7] we shall call such operators homogeneous superelliptic operators.
Given a superelliptic operator H we are going to associate it to a family of

Finsler-type metrics dM(x, y) where M is a large parameter. Let

a(x,~) = L aa,8(x)~a+,8, x E Q, ~ ERN,

lal=m
1,8I=m

be the principal symbol of the operator, which we assume satisfies

c-II~ 1
2m ~ a(x, ~) ~ cl~12m

, (7)

for some constant c ~ 1 and all x E Q, ~ ERN. We define the class

£m(Q) = {¢ E COO(Q) I IIDa¢ lI oo < +00, 0 ~ lal ~ m}
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and we will be particularly interested in the subclasses

£a,M = {¢ E £m(n) I a(x, V¢(x» ~ 1, IIDY¢lIoo ~ M, 2 ~ Iyl ~ m}

and

The distance du (x, y) is then defined to be

dM(x, y) = sup{¢(x) - ¢(y) I ¢ E £a.M}. (8)

Our main heat kernel estimate, Theorem 8, involves Gaussian-type estimates in
terms of the distance dM(x, y) for arbitrarily large M. We are not going to inves
tigate the convergence of dM(x, y) to the actual Finsler metric

d(x, y) := sup{¢(x) - ¢(y) I ¢ E COO(n), zz(z,V¢(z» ~ 1, ZEn}.

This is a geometrical problem whose nature is entirely different to that of this
paper. See also Remark 3 at the end of the paper.

Our proof makes use of the twisting technique first introduced in [6]. Given
¢ E £m(n) the (multiplication) operator ec/J leaves w;,'\n) invariant so that one
can define the non-symmetric form Qc/J by

Q¢(f, g) = Q(ec/J f, e-c/Jg)

for all f, g E Dom(Qc/J) := W;z,2(n). Then Qc/J and Q have the same highest
order terms and standard interpolation shows that for any e > 0 there exists a
constant Ce such that

IQc/J(f) - Q(f)1 < eQ(f) + Ce{~l.m(¢) + ~1.m(¢)2m}lIfll~ (9)

for all f E C~(n). See Lemma 2 of [7] for a detailed proof. We denote by Hc/J
the (non-symmetric) operator associated with Qc/J' so that

Hc/Jf = e-c/J H ec/J f (10)

for all f E Dom(Hc/J) = {f E L 21ec/J f E Dom(H)}.
The following proposition was proved in [4] for operators that are not necessar

ily homogeneous and whose highest order coefficients need only be measurable.

PROPOSITION 1. Assume 2m > N. Let ¢ E £m(n) and let the constant k > 0
be such that

Re(Hc/Jf, f) ~ -kllfll~ (11)

for all f E C~(n). Then for any 8 > 0 ther~/exists a constant C.s such that

IK(t, x, y)1 ~ c.st-N
/
2mexp{¢(X) - ¢(y) + (1 + 8)kt + 8t} (12)

for all x, yEn and all t > O.

Proof This is Proposition 2.5 of [4].
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3. The main estimates

Let

265

a(x,~) = L aaf3(x)~a+f3
lal=m
1f3I=m

be the principal symbol of the operator H. We shall also write this in a slightly
different way, namely we define the functions ay, Iyl = 2m, by

a(x,~) = L c~may(x)~y
IYI=2m

[so aaf3 i= aa+f3 in general]. For each x E Q we then define a quadratic form
T'(x, .) on the space CV, v = v(N, m) being the number of multi-indices of length
m, by

f(x, p) = L aa+f3(x)PaPp, all P = (Pa) E C V
• (13)

lal=m
1f3I=m

DEFINITION. The symbol a(x,~) is strongly convex if the form I' is non

negative for all x E Q.

The notion of strong convexity was first introduced in [10]. It is proved there
that a strongly convex symbol is necessarily convex; the converse however is not
always true, although it is in the second order case.

Let

[ (
n )]-2m+I

km = sin 4m _ 2

and

S(x,~) = Rea(x, ~ - iV¢(x)) + kma(x, V¢(x)). (14)

The following lemma was proved in [10].

LEMMA 2. There exist positive real numbers wo, WI, ... , Wm- 2 such thatfor
all x E Q and ~ ERN we have

m-2

S(x,~) = L wsf(x, p~~~)
s=O

(15)

where p~~~ is the vector in RV definedfor all x E Q, ~ E R N by requiring that

L c;P~~~,aua = (~.u)m-s-2(v¢(x).u)S {(~ .u)l_[cos(Jr j(4m -2))]2(V¢.u)2}
lal=m

for all u ERN. [So p~~~ depends on x only via V¢(x).]
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Proof See [10].
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We shall also need the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let P be a sesquilinearform on C~(RN) given by

P(u, v) = f f p(~, 1J)u(~)v(1J)d~d1J

for all u, v E C~(RN). If the integral kernel p(~, 1J) satisfies

P(~, 1J) = P(1J, ~), all ~, 1J ERN,

then

ReP(u, u) =f f Re[p(~, 1J)]u(~)u(1J)d~d1J, u E C~(RN).

Proof For u, v E C~(RN) we have

P(u, v) = f f p(~, 1J)u(~)v(1J)d~d1J

= f f p(1J, ~)u(~)v(1J)d~d1J

= f f p(~, 1J)v(~)u(1J)d~d1J

and therefore

I
ReP(u, u) = "2[P(u, u) + P(u, u)]

= f f ~[P(~' 1J) + p(~, 1J)]u(~)u(1J)d~d1J

= f f Re[p(~, 1J)]u(~)U(1J)d~d1J

as required.

We now define a new symbol a(x,~, 1J) of two complex variables by

a(x,~, 1J) = L aafJ(x)~ai1fJ, x E n, ~,1J E eN.
lal=m
IfJl=m

Following (14) and (13) we also set

sex, ~,1J) = Re[a(x, ~ - iV¢(x), 1J + iV¢(x»] + kma(x, V¢(x»)
(16)
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(17)

(18)

['(x, p, q) = I: aa+p (X)Paiip, P, q E C V
•

lal=m
IfJl=m

We shall denote by ! the Fourier transform of a function f E C~(Q),

!(~) = (2rr)-N/2 In e-i~.x f(x)dx,

and for a positive real number s we use the notation

IIVsfll~ = ( 1~12sl!(~)12d~.JRN
From it follows immediately the Sobolev interpolation inequality

lIVs fll2 ~ c(llVr fll2 + IIvtf Il 2),

which is valid for all r ~ s ~ t and all f E C~UJ).

Given ¢ E Em(Q) and a multi-index y we define the function

Py,¢(x) = e-¢(x)[DY e¢(x)].

This is a polynomial in D K ¢, K ~ y, which we write as

Py ,¢ =: (V</»Y + Ey ,¢ .

We point out that (i) Eo,¢ = 0 and (ii) Ey,¢ is a linear combination of products of
derivatives of ¢ and that each term involves at least one derivative of order ~ 2.
We also define the functions

Ey,F,,¢ = (V</>)y EF,,-¢ + (-V¢)F,E y,¢+ Ey,¢EF,,_¢.

Finally, we define the quadratic form Ql,¢ on W;,2(Q) by

Ql,¢(f) = 1L L aapc~c:(V¢)Y(-V¢)F, Da-y f DP-F, fdx.
n lal=my~a

IPI=m F,~P

LEMMA 4. For any ¢ E Em there exists a quadratic form Rl,¢(f) of order
less than 2m such that

Q¢(f) = Ql,¢(f) + R1,¢(f), all f E C~(Q).

Theform R1,¢(f) satisfies

IR1,¢(f)1 ~ cW(A, </»(lIfll~+ IIVm~(l/2) fll~),

where
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Proof. We have

QiP(f) = { :L aafJDa(eiP f)DfJ(e-iP f)dx
Jo lal=m

IPI=m

= ( :L aafJ :Lc~c: Py.iP P8.-iP Da-y f DfJ-8fdx
Jo lal=m y~a

IPI=m lJ~P

= Ql,¢(f) + Rl,¢(f),

where

Rl.iP(f) = ( :L :L c~c: aafJ Ey.8.iP Da-y
f DfJ-8fdx.

Jo lal=my~a
IPI=m lJ~P

Recalling that Ey,lJ,¢ = 0 when y = 8 = 0 and using (18) we obtain the estimate

IRl,¢(f)1 < c{ sup IIEy,lJ,¢lIoo}(lIfll~ + IIVm
- O/ 2

) fll~)
\yl~m

IlJl~m

for all f E C~(n).

LEMMA 5. We have

ReQl,iP(f) + kmLa(x, V4>(x))lf(x)12dx =

=(21f)-N {{ ( so,«. I])ei(~-q)-x j(~)j(l])d~dl]dx
Jo JRN JRN

for all f E c~(n).

Proof. Using elementary properties of the Fourier transform f 1---+ ! we have

Ql,¢(f)

= (21f)-N { { N { N :L aafJ:L c~c:(-iV4»Y(-iV4>ix
JrJR JR lal=m y~a

\,8I=m lJ~,8

x~a-y 1],8-lJei(~-1])'x !(~) !(1])d~d1]dx

= (21f)-N {{ { :L aafJ(~ - iV4»a(I] - iV4»fJei(~-q).x j(~)j(l])d~dl]dx
Jo JRN JRN \a\=m

\,8I=m

= (21f)-N {{ (a(x, ~ - iV4>(x), I] + iV4>(x))ei(~-q).x j(~)j(l])d~dl]dx.
Jo JRN JRN

Now let x E n be fixed and let

p(~, 1]) = a(x, ~ - iV4J(x), 1] + iV4J(x)).
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The fact that the coefficients {aaP} arereal implies that p(~, 11) = p(1J, ~). Apply
ing Lemma3 to the function u(~) = ei;ox f(~) we obtain

Re { ( a(x, g - iVr/J(x), 17 + iVr/J(x»ej(~-q)·x !(g)j(17)dgd17 =JRN JRN
{ ( Re[a(x, g - iVr/J(x), 17 + iVr/J(x)]ej(~-q·x !<g)j(17)dgd17.JRN JRN

Integrating over x andusingdefinition (16) we conclude that

ReQI,t/J(f) + km f a(x, Vr/J(x»lf(x)1 2dx =

(21T)-N {{ { S(x, g, 17)ej(~-q)·x !(g) ! (17 )dgd 17dx ,
In JRN JRN

as required.

LEMMA 6. Given <p E cm there exists a quadratic form Rt/J of order smaller
than 2m such that

ReQt/J(f) + km La(x, Vr/J(x»lf(x)1 2dx =

(21T)-N {{ { I:wsr(x, p~~~, p~~~)ei(~-q).x!(g)!(17)dgd17dx +
In JRN JRN s=o

Rt/J(f). (19)

Theform Rt/J (f) satisfies

IRt/J(f)\ < cW(A, <p)(IIfll~+ IIVm
- O/2

) fll~).

Proof Fromthe last two lemmas we have

(20)

ReQt/J(f) + kmLa(x, Vr/J(x»lf(x)12dx

=ReQI,t/J(f) + km La(x, Vr/J(x»lf(x)12dx + ReR1,t/J(f)

=(21T)-N {{ { S(x, g, 17)ej(~-q)·x !(g)!(17)dgd17dx + ReRI,t/J(f).In JRN JRN
Now, although (15) tells us that

m-2

S(x,~,~) = L wsr(x, p~~~, p~~~), x E Q, ~ ERN,
s=o
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m-2

S(X,~, 7]) =I L ws l (x , p;~~, p~~~)
s=o

in general when ~ =I 7]. We shall see however that the triple integrals of these two

functions (after being multiplied by ei(~-71)'x f(~)f(77» have a difference which is
small in the sense appropriate for the lemma. For this we shall need the following

CLAIM. For any three multi-indices y, 0 and K and for any smooth function
b(x) that satisfies /IDK'b/l oo < 00, KI ~ K, we have

(2rr)-N {{ { b(x)~Y 7]8+Kei(~-T/)'x f(~)f(r])d~d77dx =
In JRN JRN

(2rr)-N 1{ ( b(x)~Y+/{77Bei(~-I1)'X f(nf(7J)d~dT1dx + S(f)
n JRN JRN

for all f E C;;o, where S(f) is a form of order IY + 0 + KI - 1 satisfying

IS(f)1 ~ c{ sup IIDK'bll oo }( /I V (ly+81)/2f/l~ + /IV(ly+8+KI-l)/2 f/l~).

O<Kl~K (21)

Proofofclaim. We have

LHS = (_i)IY\i 1c+K
\1b(x)DY f DH Kf dx

= (-i)IY+KljI8Il DK{b(x)DY f}D8 fdx

=(-i)IY+KliI8Il b(x)DY+K f D 8fdx + S(f)

=RHS+ S(f)

where

S(f) = (-i)IY+K'i'811 L c:IDKlbDY+K-KlfD8 [dx
n O<Kl~K

is a lower order term that satisfies (21) because of (18). Hence the claim is proved.
We now return to the form Q1.4/f) which we write as

Ql,t/J(f) = L L QI,t/J,a/3y8(f),
lal=m y~a

Itll=m 8~fJ

where

QI.t/J.a{3y8(f) = (2rr)-N {{ {ba/3Y8(X)~a-y77/3-8 ei(~-T/)'x f(~)f(r])d~d77dxIn JRN JRN
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with

From the claim we have
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QI,lj>(!)

=(2rr)-N {{ { L L baPY8~a-y '1P- 8ei(~-7J)'x f(~)j('1)d~d'1dx
In JRN JRN lal=m y~a

1,BI=m ~~,B

=(2rr)-N {{ { L L baPY8~a+p-Y-8ei(~-7J)'x f(~)j('1)d~d'1dx
In JRN JRN lal=m y~a

1,BI=m ~~,B

+ L L R2,lj>,a,By~,
lal=m y~a

1,BI=m ~~,B

where

IR2,lj>,a,By~1 ~ sup IIDKlba,By~ lloo{lIv(la-YI)/2!II~ + IIv(2m-IY+~I-l)/2!II~}
O<Kl~,B-~

~c sup sup ~I,m(aa,BVt/JK)(II!II~ + IIvm-(1/2)!II~).
lal=m IKI~2m

1,BI=m

Therefore, using the fact that

L L ba,By~(x)~a-y 17,B-~ = a(x, ~ - iVt/J(x), 17 + iVt/J(x))
lal=m y~a

1,BI=m ~~,B

as well as (19), we have

ReQl,lj>(!) + kmIn a(x, Vt/J(x))I!(x)1 2dx

= (2rr)-N {{ (S(x,~,~)ei(~-7J)'Xf(~)f('1)d~d'1dx+ RZ,t/J(f)
In JRN JRN

= (2rr)-N {{ (I:WsJ(X, p;~~, p;~~)i(~-7J)'xf(~)j('1)d~d'1dx+ RZ,t/J(f),
In JRN JRN s=o

where

R2,lj>(!) = L L ReR2,lj>,a,By~(!),
lal=m y~a

1,BI=m ~~,B

satisfies

IR2,lj>(!)I ~ cW(A, <p)(II!II~+ IIVm- (1 /2)!II~).
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By another application of the claim, we have

(2rr)-N {[ {I:wsI(x, p;~~, p;~~)ei(;-I)'x!(~)!(rJ)d~drJdx
JrJRN JRN s=o

= (2rr)-N {{ {I:wsI(x, p;~~, p~~~)ei(;-I)'x!(~)!(rJ)d~drJdx+ R3(/),
In JRN JRN s=o

where

IR3(/ )1( c sup sup Sl.m(aapV¢K)(II/I1~ + IIV(m-I)/2 III~).
lal=m IKI~2m

IPI=m

Combining the above results we conclude that (19) is valid for a form R¢(I) that
satisfies the required estimate (20).

From now on we consider functions in £m(Q) that are of the form A¢, with
A > 0 and ¢ E £a.

PROPOSITION 7. Let the symbol a(x,~) be strongly convex. Then lor ¢ E £a
and A > 0 we have

where

IRA¢(/)I < cW(A, A¢)(II/I1~+ IIVm-(l/2) fll~).

(22)

(23)

Proof Assume first that A = 1. Let x E Q and 0 ( s ( m - 2 be fixed and let
1 E C~(Q). We define the vector q(x) E CV by

qa(x) = [ p;':taei;.x !(~)d~.JRN
[Note that the integral converges absolutely since 1 E C~(Q).] Assumption (5)
and (17) then imply

o( L aap(x)qa(x)qp(x)
lal=m
IPI=m

= L aap(x) { [ N p;~~.aei;.X !(~)d~} { { N p;~~,pel)'x !(rJ)drJ}
lal=m JR JR
IPI=m

= [ ( ~ aaP(x)p(S) p(S) ei(;-I)'x j(~)j(rJ)d~drJJf. l, L x,;,a X,T/.P
RN RN lal=m

IPI=m

= [ [ lex, p;~~, p~~~)ei(;-I)'x!(~)!(rJ)d~drJ.JRN JRN
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Multiplying by ui, and summing over all 0 ~ s ~ m - 2 yields

[ [ I: ui, l(x , p;~~, pi~~)ei(~-'1)'x j(~)j('7)d~d'7 ~ 0
JRN JRN s=o
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for all x E Q. Integration with respect to x then shows that the triple integral in
the right-hand side of (19) is non-negative, and therefore

ReQ",(f) ~ -km La(x, Y'¢(x))lf(x)12dx + R",(f).

Formula (22) for A = 1 then follows by recalling that 4> E fa imples
a(x, V4>(x» ~ 1 for all x E Q.

If A i= 1 then we have

La(x, )'Y'¢(x))lf(x)12dx = ).2mLa(x, Y'¢(x))lf(x)1 2dx ~ ).2mllfll~

and therefore km is replaced by A2mkm when 4> E fa is replaced by A4>. Otherwise
the proof remains the same.

We can now state and prove our main theorem. The operator H acts on L 2 (Q),
is subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions and satisfies all the assumptions stated
at the beginning of Section 2. The constant am is as in (3).

THEOREM 8. Let 2m > N and assume that the principal symbol a(x,~) of
H is strongly convex. Let

qM = qM(t, x, y) = dM(x, y)2m/(2m-l)t- I/(2m-l).

Then given e > 0 there exists CE < 00 such that

IK(t, x, Y)I ~ cEt-
N / 2mexp{-(am - £)qM(l + cM4mq~I/2mtl/2m)}

(24)

for all large M and all x, y E Q and t > 0 such that qM(t, x, y) > t [or
equivalently, such that du (x, y) > t.J

Proof First we note that

IIfll~ + IIVm- O/2
) fll~ < c{Q(f) + IIfll~}' f E CC;O. (25)

Now let 4> E fa be given. It follows from (9), with e = 1/2, that

Q(f) < 2ReQ).ljJ(f) + C{~I,m(A4» + ~1,m(A4»2m}lIfll~.

Hence we have from Proposition 7

ReQ).ljJ(f) ~ -kmA2mllfll~ - R).ljJ(f)

~ -kmA2mllfll~ - cW(A, A4»{ReQ).ljJ(f)+ (1 + ~l,m(A4»2m)llfll~}.
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Distinguishing two cases according to whether Re Q}..f/J(f) is positive or negative,
we conclude that

We now apply Proposition 1. Setting Set, x, y) = log{t N / 2mIK(t, x, y)1} we have

S(t, x, y) (C8 + A</>(X) - A</>(y) +
+(1 + 8){A2mkm + cW(A, A</»(1 + A2m~Lm(</»2m)}t + 8t (26)

for all °< 8 < 1, </> E Ea , A > 0, t > 0 and x, y E Q. We next scale our operator.
We fix a parameter s > 1 and denote by Us the unitary operator from L2(sQ)

onto L 2 (Q) [where sQ := {sxlx E Q}] given by

Usf(x) = SN/2 f(sx), x E Q.

We then define H' = s-2mU
s-

1HUs on L2(sQ) so that the coefficient matrix and
heat kernel of H' are given by

and

respectively. Morevoer the function

lies in Ea" where a'(x,~) is the symbol of H'. We also note that for s > 1 we
have

and

sup IIEy,8,4J'lIoo (cs- 1 sup IIEy,8,f/Jlloo
Iyl~m Iyl~m

181~m 181~m

so that

We now apply (26) to S'(t, x, y) (with </> replaced by </>'). For this we first note that
the constants C8 and c in (12) and (23), and therefore also in (26), are independent
of the domain Q. This is due to the fact that we work with Dirichlet boundary
conditions and, therefore, constants that are good for Q = R N are good for any
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n. We therefore have

S(t, x, y) = S'(s2mt, sx , sy)

~ Co + )..s[tP(x) - tP(y)] + (1 + 8)[)..2mk
m +

cW(A', )..tP')(1 + )..2m SI,m(</»2m]s2m t + 8s2mt

~ Co + )..s[tP(x) - tP(y)] + (1 + 8)[)..2mk
m +

cS-I()..SI,m(</» + )..4m SI,m(tP)4m]s2m t + 8s2mt

for all °< 8 < 1, ).. > 0, tP E fa, S > 1 and t > 0, x, yEn.
Taking the infimum of the right-hand side over all tP E £a,M, M large, yields

S(t, x, y) ::;;; Co -)..sdM(x, y)+ (1+8))..2ms2mk
m+cM4m()..+)..4m)s2m-1 t+8s2mt.

[Note that because of the uniform ellipticity of H the condition a(x, VtP (x)) ~ 1
automatically implies IVtP(x)1 ~ M if M is large enough.] We now choose

).. = s-l (dM(X, y)) 1/(2m-l)

2mk m t '

and observe that we then have

-)..sdM(x, y) + )..2m s2mk
mt = -amqM(t, x, y).

Since we also have

we have, after the substitution,

S(t, x, y) ~ Co - (am - C8)qM+

+cM4ms2m-2q~2mt(2m-I)/2m + cM4ms-2m-1q'1t-1 + 8s2mt.

Choosing s = q~2mt-l/2m (so S > 1) we have

2m-2 1/2m t(2m-I)/2m _ -2m-1 2 t-1 _ (2m-I)/2mtl/2m
S qM - S qM - qM '

and therefore the result follows upon putting 8 = CI e for a suitable value of CI.

COROLLARY 9. Given M > °and e > °there exists k > °and Ce,M such
that

IK(t, x, y)1 ~ Ce,Mt-
N / 2mexp{-(am - c)d;;/(2m-1) (x, y)t- I/(2m-1) + kt}

(27)

for all x, yEn and t > 0.

Proof If t < qM(X, y) then (27) follows from Theorem 8; if t > qM(X, y)

then the dominent term in the exponential in (1) is C3t and (27) again follows.
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Remarks. 1. This improves upon earlier results of this type. Moreover, the
estimates in [17] are only valid for x and y sufficiently close and t near zero. The
range of validity of our estimates is significantly wider in both Theorem 8 and
Corollary 9.

2. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 2, Theorem 8 remains true if we
consider operators acting not only on the whole of R N but on any domain Q C

R N
. This is particularly useful when dealing with domains that are 'highly non

convex' , such as spirals or domains that result from removing hypersurfaces from
other domains. In such cases the Finsler-type distance can be arbitrarily larger
than the Euclidean.

3. Owen [15] recently proved for the case of ~2 on a C2 Euclidean domain Q

that

(1- cM)d(x, y) ~ dM(x, y), all x, y E Q

where CM -+ 0 as M -+ 00 and d (x, y) is the actual Finsler metric (Riemannian
in this case). The same should be true for the general case of higher order oper
ators with variable coefficients, so that the Finsler-type metric in Theorem 8 is
replaced by the actual Finsler metric. This is currently being investigated.
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